Resources for End-to-End Verifiable Elections

- End-to-End Verifiability (non-technical explanation):
  http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.03778
  Search: arxiv end-to-end verifiability

- Video of Presentation and Panel on End-to-End Verifiability:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXqqnOWhsmA
  Search: OVF summit 2014 part 2 morning

- Travis County, Texas – STAR-Vote:
  http://www.traviscountyclerk.org
  Search: Travis STAR-Vote

- Video of Alex Halderman “Hacking” DC Internet Voting System:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SGlH1goPA4
  Search: hacking DC Internet voting system video

- U.S. Vote Foundation End-to-End Verifiable Internet Voting study:
  https://www.usvotefoundation.org/e2e-viv/summary
  Search: US Vote E2E-VIV
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